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2. Must place the trampoline on lawn, bark wood chip, sand or cushioning materials. 
3. Maintain a free space of minimum 2500mm on all sides of the trampoline. This area should not included 

concrete, bitumen, brick, or other hard surfaces as these can cause serious injuries. 
 recommended. 

Provide clearance for wires, tree limbs, and other possible hazards. 
 and trampoline enclosure away from walls, structures

fences, and others play areas. Maintain a clear space on all sides of the trampoline and trampoline 
enclosure. 

6. Place the trampoline and trampoline enclosure on a level surface before use. 
7. Use the trampoline and trampoline enclosure in 

required for indoor or shady areas. 
8. Secure the trampoline and trampoline enclosure against unauthorized and unsupervised use. 

10. The trampoline enclosure is only to be used as an enclosure for a trampoline of a size for which the 
enclosure is designed. 

mpoline. Landing on the head or neck can cause serious 
injury, paralysis, or death, even when landing in the middle of the bed. 

13. Do not allow more than one person on the trampoline and trampoline enclosure. Use by more than one 
sult in serious injuries. 

14. Use trampoline and trampoline enclosure only with mature, knowledgeable supervision. 
15. Trampoline over 20 in. (51 cm) tall are not recommended for use by children under 6 years of age. 
16. The trampoline is designed for users weighing 70  kg  (154  lbs.)  or  less.  
17. Misuse and abuse of the trampoline is dangerous and can cause serious injuries. 

trampoline or while jumping. Stay in the center of the bed when jumping. Do not use the trampoline 
without the frame pad securely in place to cover the frame. The frame pad is not designed or intended to 
support the weight of the user. Do not step or jump directly onto the frame pad. 

19. The trampoline is a rebounding device that propels the user to unaccustomed heights and into a variety 
riking the frame or springs, or improperly landing 

on the bed may cause injury. 
20. Do not jump on the trampoline while holding an object, rp or breakable. 
21. Inspect the trampoline and trampoline enclosure before each use. Make sure the frame padding, barrier 

and the enclosure support (frame) padding is corre

e the trampoline as a 
springboard to other objects. 

t with the trampoline bed. Learn this skill before 

s series and 
thout feet bounces between them. 

25. Avoid bouncing too high. Stay lo  landing in the center of the 
trampoline can be accomplished. Control is more important than height. 
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26. While keeping the head erect, focus eyes on the trampoline toward the perimeter. This will help control 
bounce. 

27. Avoid bouncing when �red. Keep turns short. 
28. Properly secure the trampoline when not in use. Protect it against unauthorized use. If a trampoline 

ladder is used, the supervisor should remove it from the trampoline when leaving the area to prevent 
unsupervised access by children under 6 years of age. 

29. Keep objects away which could interfere with the performer. Maintain a clear area around the 
trampoline. 

30. Do not use the trampoline while under the in�uence of alcohol or drugs. 
31. For addi�onal informa�on concerning the trampoline equipment, contact the customer services Hotline 

number 1-877-927-8777. 
32. For informa�on concerning skill training, contact a cer��ed trampoline instructor. 
33. Bounce only when the surface of the bed is dry. Wind or air movement should be calm to gentle. The 

trampoline must not be used in gusty or severe winds. 
34. Real all instruc�ons before using the trampoline and trampoline enclosure. Warnings and instruc�ons for 

the care, maintenance, and use of this trampoline and trampoline enclosure are included to promote 
safe, enjoyable use of this equipment. 

35.  Users may become entangled in or strangled by loose cords or in gaps between trampoline and 
enclosure. 

36. Keep enclosure �ghtly fastened to the trampoline in accordance with manufacturer’s instruc�ons. Failure
to properly assemble and maintain a �ght, secure trampoline/enclosure boundary may result in serious 
injury, strangula�on, or death. 

37. Do not a�empt to jump over the barrier. 
38. Do not a�empt to crawl under the barrier. 
39. Do not inten�onally rebound o� the barrier. 
40. Do not hang from, kick, cut, or climb on the barrier. 
41. Wear clothing free of drawstrings, hooks, loops or anything that could get caught while using the 

trampoline/enclosure and result in entanglement or strangula�on, or both. 
42. Do not a�ach anything to the barrier that is not a manufacturer-approved accessory or part of the 

enclosure system. 
43. Enter and exit the enclosure only at the enclosure door or barrier opening designated for that purpose. 
44. The trampoline frame and the enclosure are made of metal. They are not grounded, and they will 

conduct electricity. Therefore, an electrocu�on hazard exists. 
45. Keep all frame and heat sources away from the product. 

24. Learn fundamental bounces and body posi�ons thoroughly before trying more advanced skills. A variety 
of trampoline ac�vi�es can be carried out by performing the basic fundamentals in various series and 
combina�ons, performing one fundamental a�er another, with or without feet bounces between them. 

25. Avoid bouncing too high. Stay low un�l bounce control and repeated landing in the center of the 
trampoline can be accomplished. Control is more important than height. 
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The placard shown at the below must be attached to the trampoline enclosure by the owner (see assembly  
page 21). If the placard is missing or illegible, call our Customer Hotline toll free at 1-877-927-8777, 
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Central Time, to order a free replacement placard.

Note: The placard is not shown actual size.

JK10GLB416SL

Do not attempt or allow 
somersaults. Serious injuries, 
paralysis, or death may result.

To reduce the chance of 
landing on your head or neck,
do not do somersaults(flips).

Do not allow more than one person 
on the trampoline at a time.

While keeping the head erect, focus eyes on the trampoline toward the perimeter.

Avoid bouncing when tired.

 JK10GLB416SL

WARNING

Use trampoline only with mature, 
knowledgeable supervision.

Not recommended for children under 6 
years of age.

Read instructions before use.

Inspect before use and replace any worn,
defective or missing parts.

JK10GLB416SL

page 19
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BUILDING YOUR TRAMPOLINE

Description:
Safety glasses

Description:
Cross-head screwdriver

Description:
Mallet

Description:
Gloves

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

1. This is a 2 person build. 

2. Time for build is approximately 2 hours.

3. Choose a good location: 

(wood chippings, sand or grass).

(7.3m) from ground level, away from 
wires, trees and other possible hazards.

(2.5m) around sides, away from walls, fences, structures, tarmac 
and other hard surfaces and play areas.
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PARTS LIST
Part  A

Part  E

Part  I

Part  M

Part  B

Part  F

Part  J

Part  N

Part  C

Part  G

Part  K

Part  D

Part  H

Part  L

Description:
Top Tube with 
T-Connector A

Quantity: 4

Description:
Stitched bed

Quantity: 1

Description:
Top enclosure poles

Quantity: 4

Description:
Enclosure netting

Quantity: 1

Description:
Top Tube with 
T-Connector B

Quantity: 4

Description:
Springs

Quantity: 56

Description:
Bottom enclosure 

poles
Quantity: 4

Description:
Cords

Quantity: 8

Description:
Leg extensions

Quantity: 8

Description:
Spring tool
Quantity: 1

Description:

Quantity: 4

Description:
Centre legs

Quantity: 4

Description:
Frame pad
Quantity: 1

Description:
Black G3 poles

Quantity: 2
Self tapping screws



STEP 1 : ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

You will need the following parts to complete 
section 1:

4 x Top Tubes with T-connector A - Part A
4 x Top Tubes with T-connector B - Part B

4 x Centre legs
 - Part C8 x Leg extensions

 - Part D

First we will complete one of the four sections of 
the trampoline frame.

Slot the narrow end of the top tube with 
T-connector A into T-connector B.

Insert the leg extensions into upright tube on 
T-connector A.

Note: You may need to tap the leg extension in 
using a rubber mallet or by placing a piece of 
wood over the top of the tube. Do not use a metal 
hammer on the metal tube as this may distort the 
end of tube.

Slot the centre leg onto the top of the leg 

A

B

C

D

Top tube

Top tube

Centre leg

Leg extension

A B
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Slot another leg extension onto the other end of 
the centre leg.

Important: The frame is held together under 
tension so you will have to use some force to 
insert certain parts.

Place your feet on the top tubes and grip the leg 
extension with both hands.

Pull the extension until it can be slotted into the 
T-connection (1
Slot the end of leg extension into the T-connection 
(2

Push down on the end of the centre leg to fully 
inset the leg extension into the T-connection.

Repeat the last six steps until you have 
assembled the four sections of the trampolines 
frame.

You have now completed step 1.



STEP 2 : ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

This step will require 2 people who must be 
wearing gloves.
Slot two of the frame section together as shown in 
the diagram.

Whilst one person holds the assembled sections 
upright, the other person can slot a third section 
onto the end of the assembled sections.

You will now need to slot the frame together, this 
will take some force. The easiest method is if the 
two people face each other.

Hold the top tubes either side of the T-connectors 
and push towards each other until the loose end of 
the frame can be inserted into the T-connector.

Important: Ensure all of the top tubes, leg 
extensions and centre legs are fully inserted.

The frame is now fully assembled and you have 
now completed step 2.
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STEP 3 : FITTING THE STITCHED BED

This step will require 2 people who must be 
wearing gloves and protective eye wear.
Lay the stitched bed (with the V-Rings
the frame of the trampoline with the warning labels 
facing upwards.

Locate the 4 V-Rings with the yellow stitching.

These will be at 90º to each other.

Slot one of the springs onto one of the yellow 
stitched V-Rings as shown.

Important: springs must be slotted on the right way 
around.

Slot the other end of the spring into one of the 
spring slots in the top of the frame.

IMPORTANT: Ensure the spring is fully 
inserted into the slot on the top of the frame.

Yellow
stitching
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Attach a spring to the opposite yellow stitched 
V-Ring.

Important: You will now need to use the spring 
tool to attach the spring to the frame.

Hook the spring tool onto end of spring, and pull 
until the spring can be slotted into the spring slot 
on the top of the frame. 

IMPORTANT: Ensure the spring is fully 
inserted into the slot on the top of the frame.

Attach the other two yellow stitched V-Rings to 
the frame using the same method as shown in the 
previous two steps.

Attach four more springs to the V-Rings in the 
middle of the four attached points and then attach 
them to the frame. 

The stitched bed should now be as shown in the 
diagram.

Continue to attach springs in the same sequence 
as above: in the middle of each section, making 
sure the next spring is attached on the opposite 
side to even out the tension.

Important: The stitched bed is designed like 
elastic to be bouncy, which means that during 

note that it will stretch to the correct size when 
attaching the springs, this may take some force.

completed step 3.
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STEP 4 : FITTING THE FRAME PAD

This step will require 2 people.
Lay the frame pad - Part H out over the edge of 
the frame with the ties facing downwards.

Align the openings in the frame pad with the 
T-connector B's on the frame.

completed step 4.

WARNING: The trampoline MUST NOT be used 
during construction.

A B C
Frame Pad Frame Pad

Frame Pad

Top tube

Top tube

Top tube

Webbing Webbing Webbing

D-ring D-ring

D-ring Look under the trampoline and locate the pairs
of straps near the edge of bed(7) and Double 
D-ring and webbing near the frame. 

See the inset drawing. A, B and C. Repeat this
step with the remaining straps (not shown).



STEP 5 : FITTING THE ENCLOSURE TUBES

You will need the following parts to complete step 5:

4 x Top enclosure tubes - Part I
4 x Bottom enclosure tubes - Part J
4 x Self tapping screws - Part K
You will also need a cross-head screwdriver (not 
supplied).

Slot the thin end of one of the bottom enclosure 
tubes into the open end of one of the top 
enclosure tubes.

Align the hole in the bottom enclosure tube with 
the slot in the top enclosure tube.

Screw one of the self tapping screws through the 
slot in the top enclosure tube and into the hole in 
the bottom enclosure tube using the cross-head 
screwdriver.

Top enclosure tube

Bottom enclosure tube

Self tapping screw and washer

Cross-head screwdriver
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Slot the bottom enclosure tube into the tubes in 
the T-connector B tubes visible through the slots in 
the frame pad.

Assemble the three remaining enclosure tubes 
using the three self tapping screws and the   
cross-head screwdriver.

Slot the three remaining enclosure tubes into the 
three remaining T-connector B's on the frame.

completed step 5.



STEP 6 : FITTING THE ENCLOSURE NETTING

You will need the following parts to complete step 6:

2 x Black G3 poles - Part L
1 x Enclosure netting - Part M

Lay the enclosure netting out on the trampoline.

Find the sleeves that run along the top of the 
enclosure netting.

Slot the thin sections on the two black G3 poles 
into the metal ends so the poles become two long 
sections.

Black G3 
poles

Enclosure 
netting
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Slot one of the Black G3 poles through three of 
the sleeves on the top of the enclosure netting.

Slot the remaining Black G3 poles through the 
three other sleeves on the top of the enclosure 
netting.

You will now join the two ends of the Black G3 

will require two people.

Both people hold two of the poles end sections 
and walk towards each other to bend the poles 
into a circle.

As soon as the poles are bent enough, insert the 
connectors into the socket on the other pole (1
Push the pin inwards (2
connector.

Ensure the pin is protruding through the slot in the 
socket.



You may need to slide the connected poles around 
in the nettings sleeves until the thin black sections 
are aligned with the gaps between sleeves.

Stand on the trampoline and insert one of the 
exposed sections of the Black G3 pole into a 
plastic grip on top of one of the enclosure tubes.

Attach the three other exposed sections of the 
Black G3 pole to the other enclosure tubes in the 
order shown in the diagram.

completed step 6.
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STEP 7 : ATTACHING THE BOTTOM OF THE NET

You will need the following parts to complete step 7:

8 x Cords - Part N.

Tie the non-plastic end of the cord around a 
V-Ring. Push the red plastic end through a hole in 
the bottom of the netting.

Important: Keep the cord tight at all times.

Slot red plastic end of the cord through the middle 
of the next V-Ring along.

Now slot the red plastic end back through the net 
and down through the next V-Ring. Continue to do 
this until you have used up nearly all the cord then 
tie this end around a V-Ring.

Tie another cord to this V-Ring and continue until 
all of the net is tied down.

From the underside of the trampoline, tie the 
remaining elastic straps around the springs or 
through the V-Rings.

You have completed step 7 and the trampoline is 
fully assembled.



USING THE TRAMPOLINE

To enter the trampoline, unzip the door and climb 
in.

Always close the doorway before using the 
trampoline.

Ensure that there is 7.3 metres (24 feet) clearance 
above the trampoline.

Also check that there area no overhanging objects 
in the area above the trampoline.

7.3m
24ft

Before using your trampoline, check again that 
there is enough clearance around it. Maintain a 
clear space of 2.5 metres (8.2 feet) on all sides of 
the trampoline. 

Also check that the area is free from walls, 
structures, fences, tarmac and other hard surfaces 
and other play areas.

2.5m
8.2ft

Door
zip
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SPARE PARTS

For a full range of accessories and replacement parts call 1-877-927-8777
or visit our web site at: www.jumpking.com

To order replacement parts, you can email us on: www.jumpking.com, or call our 
Customer Helpline on: 1-877-927-8777. 

To help us assist you, please provide the following information when calling:

JK10GLB416SL
10 FT TRAMPOLINE & ENCLOSURE..

(see parts list below).

Key No. Description Qty
1  Top Tube (with T-connector A)
2 Top Tube (with T-connector B)
3 T-connector A
4

4
Qty
4

4

1

1

24
4
4
8

8

1
8

4

4
4

1
1
56

 T-connector B
5 Leg extensions
6 Centre leg
7 Stitched bed with V-Rings
8 Frame pad
9 Springs
10 Self tapping screws 
11 Enclosure bottom tube

Key No. Description
12 Enclosure top tube
13  G3 poles
14 Plastic cap 
 to the enclosure top tube).
15 Netting with attached hardware
16 Foam sleeves
17 Spring pulling tool
18 Cord
19 User manual

16
19

17

18

109

1

2
13

5

6

7

8

11

12

1415

3
T-Connector A

4
T-Connector B
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